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Abstract 
By introducing the notion of compositionals we obtain a combinatorial interpretation of plethysm 
of formal power series in infinitely many variables. The following related problems are studied: 
P6lya’s theorem on the plethysm of cycle indices, plethystic inverse, the inverse of a sequence of delta 
series, the plethystic analog of the partition lattice, the reduced incidence algebra of the plethystic 
lattice, and the plethystic Hopf algebra. We also introduce plethystic trees, enriched plethystic trees 
and plethystic Schriider trees. An involution for plethystic Schroder trees is devised, which leads to 
a combinatorial expansion for the plethystic inverse of a series _j’(.xl, x2, .) containing the factor x1. 
1. Introduction 
Formal power series in infinitely many variables arise naturally in enumerative 
combinatorics, especially in enumeration problems related to the symmetric group. 
The composition or plethysm of two series in many variables is defined as follows. Let 
f(xr ) x2, . . .) and g(x1 ,x2, . . . ) be the two series such that g(xr , x2, . . .) has no constant 
term, then the plethysm of ,f and g is given by 
fCd(xI>xz> ... )=f‘(g,(x,,.~,,...),g,(x,,x,,...), . ..). 
where gk(x1x2, ...)=g(xk,x2k,x3k, . ..). A series without constant term will be called 
a delta series. For simplicity, we shall writef(g(xr,x,, . ..)) for f [g](x,,x2, . ..). In 
1985,O. Nava and G.-C. Rota first found a combinatorial interpretation of plethysm. 
They introduced the notion of partitionals, and advanced the claim that the operation 
of plethysm is fundamental in the study of power series in many variables. Later, 
F. Bergeron obtained another combinatorial explanation of plethysm, using the 
notion of permutationals. Both these interpretations are based on intricate construc- 
tions, and cannot be regarded as wholly natural. Rota observed that a more natural 
combinatorial understanding of plethysm would be required to develop a plethystic 
extension of the umbra1 calculus. As the first step, we introduce the notion of 
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compositionals, which generalizes the notion of species. Although the concept 
is defined in the language of category theory, it can be regarded as a purely 
combinatorial concept. Although it used to be said that an exponential formal power 
series in many variables is the counting series for colored and labeled structures, this 
assertion was never made completely rigorous. We proceed to develop natural 
combinatorial interpretations of sum, product and plethysm of series in infinitely 
many variables. 
We continue with showing the following basic fact: an infinite delta series 
f(x,,x,, ... ) has a plethystic inverse, namely there exists an infinite delta series 
y(x,, x2, . ..) such that f’(g)=g(f)=xr, if and only if the coefficient of x1 in ,f is 
nonzero. This result was also observed independently by Read [29] and Yang [40]. 
More generally, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the 
inverse of a summable sequence of delta series. Plethysm is closely related to the 
divisor lattices of integers. We construct a plethystic analog of the partition lattice 
such that plethysm can also be explained by the structure of this lattice. It turns out 
that the plethystic analog of the partition lattice is a unification of the partition lattice 
and the lattice of divisors of an integer. We obtain a formula for the Mobius function 
of the plethystic lattice. Based on the understanding of the plethystic lattice, we 
introduce the concepts of plethystic trees, plethystically enriched trees and plethystic 
Schrbder trees. We obtain a formula for the number of plethystic trees on a given 
composition. An involution for plethystic Schrbder trees is also devised, which 
leads to a combinatorial expansion of the plethystic inverse of a series f(xi, x2, . ..) 
containing the factor x1. 
One of the fundamental results on the combinatorial understanding of operations 
on formal power series is the explanation of the functional composition in terms of the 
reduced incidence algebra of the partition lattice, due to Doubilet, Rota and Stanley. 
They showed that the operation of functional composition of formal power series is 
anti-isomorphic to the convolution of multiplicative functions in the reduced inci- 
dence algebra of the partition lattice. This theorem was later reinterpretated in the 
context of Joyal’s theory of species. By using the Nava-Rota model, Nava in his thesis 
proved the plethystic analog of the anti-isomorphism theorem. Once we discovered 
the plethystic lattice, it became apparent that the anti-isomorphism should come out 
naturally. Indeed, we got the anti-isomorphism theorem based on the plethystic 
lattice, as conjectured. 
One recent development is the Hopf algebra approach to enumeration problems on 
posets. Rota’s fundamental remark is that the antipode of the Hopf algebra on a poset 
is a far-ranging generalization of the Mobius function. A Mobius function is numer- 
ically valued; however, the antipode contains much more information than just 
numerical values. As to the partition lattice, the computation of the antipode of 
the corresponding Hopf algebra (the Faa di Bruno Hopf algebra) is equivalent to the 
Lagrange inversion of formal power series in one variable, a far more sophisticated 
algorithm than Mobius inversion on the partition lattice. The work of W. Schmitt is 
a study of Hopf algebras defined by reduced incidence algebras of posets. A natural 
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question relating to plethysm is the following: what is the plethystic analog of the Faa 
di Bruno algebra? In the present paper, we begin with the plethystic lattice, and 
consider its reduced incidence algebra, leading up to the construction of the desired 
Hopf algebra. We thereby obtain a Hopf algebra whose antipode corresponds to the 
plethystic inverse of a series in infinitely many variables. 
2. Compositionals 
The objective of this section is to find combinatorial interpretations of algebraic 
operations on infinite series in terms of operations on compositions. Similar to the 
idea of weighted species, we may assume without loss of generality that the coefficient 
of any series will always be integers and count certain combinatorial structures. 
Definition 2.1 (Composition). Given a finite set E, A composition C of E is a sequence 
of disjoint subsets (E,, E2. . . .) of E such that their union is E, and Ei goes to the empty 
set in a finite number of steps, denoted, C: E,+El+ ... 
orE=El+E1+ .... We shall call E, the ith block of C. The composition of the empty 
set is denoted by 8, and called the empty composition. 
Definition 2.2 (Integer Composition, Unit Composition). Let n be a nonnegative 
integer. A composition of n is a sequence ,? =(ai, a2, . . .) of nonnegative integers 
such that ai eventually goes to 0 and a1 +a* + .‘. =rr, denoted A E n. The nth 
unit composition e, is the composition A=(ai, u2, . . .) such that a, = 1 and ai =O 
for all ifn. 
Let C = (E, , E,, . . .) be a composition of a finite set E. The type of C is the sequence 
(IE,I,IEzI,...).Let~=(~,,~,,...)and~=(~~,~2,... ) be two compositions of integers, 
and X=(x1,x1, . ..) a sequence of variables. We shall use the following notation: 
A!=l,!&! . . . . lIl=Ji+&+ ..., and X1=x:*x$.... 
Definition 2.3 (Componentwise Order). Let 1= ( Al, A,, . . .) and p = ( pl, p2, . . ) be two 
integer compositions. We say that p < ,? in the componentwise order if pi < li for all i. 
However, p < 2 means that p < 2 and p # J.. 
Definition 2.4 (De-composition). Let C: El +Ez+ ... be a composition of E. A 
sequence of compositions (C, , Cz, . . . ) is called a de-composition of C if (1). Ci is 
a composition of a subset of E. (2) All the blocks of Ci, Cz, . . . are disjoint. (3). The 
union of the ith blocks in C1 ,Cz, . . . is Ei for all i. We shall denote this de-composition 
ofCbyC=C,+C,+ . . . . The composition C is called the underlying composition of 
the de-composition C1 + Cz + ... . 
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Definition 2.5 (Partition of a Composition). A partition of a nonempty composition 
c: E,+E,+ ... is an unordered set of nonempty compositions { Cr , C2, . . . ). such that 
the underlying sets of Cis are disjoint, and for each j the union of the jth blocks of all 
C;s is Ej. We call C the underlying composition, and define the empty set as the only 
partition of the empty composition. 
Definition 2.6 (Compounds). Let C be a composition of a finite set. A compound of 
C is a sequence (PI, P2, . . . ) such that Pi is a partition of a composition Ci for all i and 
c,+c2+ ... is a de-composition of C. 
Definition 2.7 (Stepped Composition). A composition C: El + E, + ... is said of step 
n if Ei =(!I whenever n X i. An integer composition 1, =(2r, i2, . . .) is said of step n if 
2i = 0 whenever n ‘j, i. 
Definition 2.8 (Verschiebung Operator). Let C be a composition El + E2 + .... The 
Verschiebung operator I’,, of step n is defined by V,,(E, + E2 + ...)=Dl +Dz + ..., 
where 
D,= 
8, if n’j,k. 
E,,,. if n 1 k. 
For a composition 2 of an integer, we define V,(2) similarly. 
It is clear that a composition C is of step n if and only if there exists a composition 
D such that C= V,(D). 
Definition 2.9 (The Reducing Operator). Let C be a composition E = E, +Ez + .... 
The reducing operator R, of step n is defined as follows: 
E,+E2,+E3,,+ ..., if C is of step n, 
otherwise. 
The reducing operator R, for a composition of an integer is defined similarly. 
Definition 2.10 (Stepped De-composition). Let C be a composition. A de-composi- 
tion C=Cr+C,+ ... of C is said to be a stepped de-composition if n 1 C, (i.e., C, is of 
step n) for all n. 
Definition 2.11 (Reduced De-composition). Let C be a composition, and 
c=cr +c*+ ... a stepped de-composition of C. Then the de-composition 
R,(Cr)+R,(Cz)+R,(Ca)+ ... is said to be the reduced de-composition of 
C=Cr + C2 + ..., where R, is the reducing operator of step n. 
Note that we can also define a reduced de-composition of C as a sequence of 
compositions Cr , C2, . satisfying the following equation: VI Cr + Vz C2 + ... = C. 
Definition 2.12 (Reduced Compounds). Let C be a composition. A reduced com- 
pound of C is a sequence (PI, P2, . . . ) such that Pi is a partition of a composition Ci for 
all i and C, + C2 + ... is a reduced de-composition of C. 
Definition 2.13 (Compositional, Delta Compositional). A compositional is a functor 
from the category of compositions with bijections of underlying sets to the category 
of finite sets with bijections. Given a compositional M and a composition 
c: E,+Ez+ . . . . we shall use M [C] to denote the set of all the M-structures on the 
composition C. A compositional M is said to be a delta compositional if M [@I =@ 
The unit compositional, denoted by 1, is defined as 
(2.1) 
A formal power series f(xI, x2, . ) without constant term is called a delta series. By 
the functoriality of a compositional, the cardinality of M [C] depends only on the type 
of C. The definition of a compositional M implies that M [C] is always finite. Let 
(&,f&, ... ) be the type of C. Then we shall use 1 M [A,, I,, . . . ] 1 to denote the 
cardinality M [C]. We shall also use M [A,, AZ, . ..] to denote the set of structures on 
a composition of type (Al, &, . ..). 
Definition 2.14 (Generating Function of a Compositional). Let M be a composi- 
tional. The generating function of M is defined as 
M(xl,x,, . ..)= c 
(J.l,AZ....) 
~M[~,,~,,...]~ ;‘);‘;::: . 
1. 2. 
Definition 2.15 (Reduced Compositional). Let N be a delta compositional and N, be 
the compositional defined for any composition C: E, + E, + ..., 
N[E,+E,,+E,,+ ...I, if C is of step k, 
otherwise. 
(2.2) 
We shall call N, the reduced compositional of N of step k. 
It is easy to verify 
tional Nk of a delta 
Nk[C]=N[RkC]. 
that Nk(xI, x2,. . .) = N(xR, xlk, xsk, . . .). The reduced composi- 
compositional N can be expressed by the reducing operator 
Definition 2.16 (Sum of Compositionals). The sum of two compositionals M and N is 
defined as 
(M+N)[C]=M[C]+N[C], 
where + is the disjoint union (or the multiset union). 
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The product of two compositionals can be simply defined by the following defini- 
tion of M. N[C] for any composition C: (1). Get a de-composition of C with two 
parts, say C = Cr + C2. (2). Put an M-structure on Cr and an N-structure on C2. We 
can formalize this definition as follows. 
Definition 2.17 (Product of Compositionals). Let M and N be two compositionals. 
The product of M and N is defined by 
M.N[C]= c MCC,l xNCC,l. 
c, +cz=c 
Proposition 2.18. Let M and N he two compositionals. Then we haoe 
(M+N)(xI,xz, . . . )=M(xr,x,,...)+N(x,,x2 ,... ), 
M.N(.xl,x2 ,... )=M(xl,x2 ,... )N(xl,x2 ,... ). 
Definition 2.19 (Summable Families of Compositionals). Let I be an index set and 
Mi be a compositional for all iE1. Then the set (Mi)ie, is called summable if for any 
composition C, M,[C] =$!J for almost all i. 
Definition 2.20 (Productable Family of Compositionals). Let I be an index set and 
Mi be a compositional for all iE1. Then the set (Mi)i,r is productable if niel Mi is well 
defined for any composition C, in other words, for any composition C, there are only 
finitely many de-compositions C=Cr +C2 + ... such that Mk[C,] #8 for any k. 
Let I be a index set. Suppose (Mi)i,, is summable family of compositionals and 
(Ni)i.I is a productable family of compositionals. We similarly define CiEI Mi and 
ni,,Ni. It is clear that Proposition 2.18 can be extended to infinite product and 
infinite sum of compositionals. Let T be a set of structures and M be a compositional. 
We define the Cartesian product of T and M as the compositional: 
(TX M)[C]=Tx M[C]. 
Proposition 2.21. Let T he a set of structures and M be a compositional. Then 
we haue 
TX M(xl,x2 ,... )=~T~M(xl,.xZ ,... ). (2.3) 
Definition 2.22 (Assemblies). Let N be a delta compositional. An assembly of N- 
structures on a composition C is a partition of C in which each block is endowed with 
an N-structure. An N-structure in an assembly is called a member. 
Definition 2.23 (Divided Power, Exponential). The divided power y,,(N) is the com- 
positional of assemblies of N-structures having exactly n members and y,,(N) is 
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defined to be the unit compositional. The exponential exp( N) is the compositional of 
all assemblies of N-structures. 
Proposition 2.24. Let N be a delta compositional. Then we have 
yn(N)(x~,xzr...)= 
N(xI,x2, . ..)” 
n! ’ 
exp(N, +Nz+ ...)= 1 Y~,(N~).YAANz). ..., (2.4) 
(II.12. ..I 
where (Al, AZ, . . .) ranges over all integer compositions. 
Proof. Since N1, Nz, ,.. is a summable sequence, N1 + N2 + ... is a well-defined delta 
compositional. Consider yk(N1 + N2 + . ..). Let C be a composition and 
{Cl,CZ> ...3 C,} be a partition of C. Then each composition Ci is endowed with an 
(N, +NZ-+- . ..)-structure. In other words, we can put any Nj-structure on the com- 
position Ci. Let SllrA2, ,. be the set of all structures in yk(N, + N2 + ...) such that there 
are ~j compositions in {C,, Cz, . . . . C,} which are put Nj-structures. Then we have 
S11,12,...=~11(N1).~12(N2)..... 
It follows that 
exp(N)(x1,x2 ,... )=exp(N(xi,x, ,... )). 
Proposition 2.25 (Exponential Formula for Compositionals). Let N i, NZ, . . . be 
a summable sequence of delta compositionals. Then we have the following functorial 
identity 
yk(N,+Nz+ . ..)= c SA,,A~,. 
d1+A2+...=k 
=A +,c+...=k 
YA,(N,).YA,(N,). .... (2.5) 
I 2 
Since 
exp(N, + N2 + ...)= c yk(N1 + N2 + ...), 
k30 
this completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 2.26. For a summable sequence of delta compositionals N r, N2, . . , we have 
exp(N,+N,+...)=exp(N1).exp(N2)..... 
We now define a more general composition of compositionals. 
Definition 2.27 (General Composition). Let A4 be a compositional and Nr , N2, . . . be 
a summable sequence of delta compositionals. Then the general composition of 
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M and N1, NZ, . . . . denoted M(N 1, N 2, . . . ), is defined as follows. Given any composi- 
tionC,M(N,,N*,... )[C] is the set of all structures which can be obtained as follows: 
(1) Get a de-composition C1 +C,+ ... of C. 
(2) For each nonempty composition Ci, get a partition of Pi of Ci, then put an 
Ni-structure in each block of Pi. 
(3) Put an A4-structure on the composition PI +I’+ ... (i.e., treat a block of Pi as 
a single element). 
Theorem 2.28 (The General Composition Theorem). Let M he a compositional and 
N1,N*, . . . he a summahle sequence qf delta composifionals. Then the compositional 
M(NI, N1, . ..) is well defined and 
M(N,,N,, . ..)(xI.xz. . ..)= M(N,(x,,x,, . ..). NZ(~I,~Z, . ..). . ..). (2.6) 
Proof. Since N,, N,, . . . is summable, by the exponential formula, we know that the 
family of compositionals 
I~~,(N~).y,,(N~)....l(~~,12~ . ..) is an integer compositionj 
is summable. This means that for any composition C, there are only finitely many 
integer compositions ( iI, AZ, . . . ) such that 
(~I,,(N,).Y,,(N,)....)CCIZ~. 
Since MIA1,A,, . . . ] is always a finite set of M-structures, we see that for any 
composition C, there are only finitely many integer compositions (Al, AZ, . . .) such that 
MC&,&, . ..I xb~,W,)~y~,(Nz). ...,CCl Z8. 
Therefore, the following compositional is well defined: 
c MCi,,i,,...lx(y~,(N1).yn,(Nz)....). 
(AI,J.Z,...) 
By the definition of the general composition, we have 
M(N,,Nz, . ..)CCl 
=c c MC3.~,i,,...lxy,,(N,)CC,lxy,,(Nz)lC,lx..~ c1+c2+...=c (Al,dZ, .) 
=c c MC~,,~,,...lx~n,(N~)CC~lxy,,(Nz)CCzlx~~. (,I,,,%* ,...) Cl+Cz+..-=C 
= c M[:~,,~,,,...Ix(~,,(N,).Y~,(N~)....)ICI. 
(rl1.Az... 1 
This implies that M(N,, NZ, . ..)[C] is a finite set of structures and we have the 
following functorial identity: 
M(N,,Nz> . ..)= 1 M[I1,&,... 1 x(~i,(N,).y,,(N,)....). (2.7) 
(dl.dZ.- .I 
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By Proposition 2.18, it follows that 
=M(N1(x1,x2 )... ),N2(x1,x2 )...) )... ). 0 
Note that the above identity (2.7) actually gives a functorial definition of the 
composition of compositionals. Let MI, M2, . . . and N1 , N2, . . . be two sequences of 
summable delta compositionals. Then from the above theorem we have 
M,(Nr,Nz, . ..)>M.(Ni,Nz> . ..). . . . is a summable sequence of delta compositionals. 
Similar to the definition of a summable family of compositionals, we may define 
a summable family of formal power series. Let F=(fI(x,,x2, . ..).f2(x1,x2, . ..). . ..) 
and G=(g,(x1,~2, . ..).~~(xI,xz, . ..). . . .) be two summable sequences of delta series. 
Let hi(Xl,X2, . . . )=fi(gl,g2, . ..) for all i. Then the sequence H=(hl(xl,xZ, . ..). 
is called the composition of F and G, denoted H = F 0 G or H = F(G). “,;(;;&Y&; 
then ‘F 0 G is 
2, . ..)and G=(gI,g2, . ..) 
ko 
are two summable sequences of delta series, 
a summable sequence of delta series. A sequence F = (fi , j2, . . .) of 
delta series is said to be an invertible sequences if it is summable and there exists 
a summable sequence of delta series G=(g,,g2,...) such that FoG=GoF= 
(x1,x2, . . . ). It is clear that the sequence X = (xi, x2, .) is the identity for the composi- 
tion of summable sequences of delta series. Also, the composition of summable 
sequences of delta series is associative. Thus the set of all invertible sequences of delta 
series forms a group under composition. We now consider the plethystic composition 
of compositionals. Let N be a delta compositional and Nk be the reduced composi- 
tional of N of step k. Then we have Nk(xl, x2, . ..)= N(xk, .x~~, xJk, . ..). It is obvious 
that N,, N,, . . is a summable sequence of delta compositionals, since for any 
composition E = El + E, + ... suchthatE,#@andEi=Oforalli>n,thenEi+E,+... 
cannot be expressed as a composition of step k for any k>n. 
Theorem 2.29 (Plethystic Composition Theorem). Let M be a compositional and N he 
a delta compositional. Let Nk he the reduced compositional of N of‘ step k. Then the 
generating function of the compositional M(NI, N2, . ..) equals M(N(xI,x2, . ..)). 
We shall call the compositional M(N1, N2, . ..) the plethystic composition of M and 
N, where N, is the reduced compositional of N of step k. The plethystic composition 
can also be defined as follows. 
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Definition 2.30 (Plethystic Composition). Let M be a compositional and N be a delta 
compositional. The composition of M and N, denoted M(N), is defined as follows: 
Given any composition C: El + E2 + ..., M(N)[C] is the set of all possible structures 
obtained by the following procedure: 
(1) Get a stepped de-composition C= Ci + Cz + ... . 
(2) For each nonempty composition Ci, get a partition Pi of Ri(Ci), then put an 
N-structure in each block of Pi. 
(3) Put an M-structure on the composition PI +P2 + ... (i.e., treat each block of 
Pi as a single element). 
A similar combinatorial interpretation of plethysm was also found independently 
by Mendez and Nava [21]. The following theorem gives a plethystic analog of the Bell 
numbers. 
Theorem 2.31. Let A he an integer composition, and BA be the number of reduced 
compounds qf a composition qf type 1. Then we have 
(2.8) 
To conclude this section, we shall give a compositional-like interpretation of 
a celebrated theorem of Polya on the cycle index of a wreath product of two 
permutation groups. Let G be a permutation group on X = {x1, x2, , xn} and H be 
a permutation group on Y= { yi, y2, . . , y,}. Given a permutation LEG and n (not 
necessarily distinct) permutations rcr , x2, . . . , ~,EH, we define the pletkysm of c and 
(nr,rr2, ...? n,), denoted o[rr1,rc2, . . . . 7~~1, on the set 
Xx Y=((x,y)I.EX, YEY) 
by the rule 
If we use a matrix Z =(zij) to represent the set X x Y, namely zij denotes the element 
(Xi,yj), then a[n] becomes the operation of permuting the rows of Z by c and 
permuting the elements on the ith row of Z by rci, The wreath product of G and H, 
denoted by G [ H], is defined as the group of all plethysms ~-[rcr, 7c2, . , n,,] for rr~G 
and nigh. It is easy to see that the cardinality of G[H] is (GI. 1 HI”. 
Proposition 2.32 (Polya’s Composition Theorem). Let Zc(x1,x2, . ..) and ZH(xl,xZ,. ..) 
be the cycle indices of G and H respectively. Then the cycle index of‘ G[H] equals 
Z,[H](-~13x2 ,... )=--GCZ,lb1,x2 ,... 1, 
where ZG [Z,] is the pletkysm qf ZG and ZII as polynomials in x1, x2, . . . 
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In order to give a combinatorial interpretation of Polya’s theorem, we need the 
following equivalent form. Define the cycle enumerator of a permutation group G on 
n elements as the following polynomial 
Y,(x1,xz, . ..> x,)= 1 x;‘x? ‘..XZ”, 
XEG 
where(kl,kz,..., k,) is the type of rt, namely, rt contains kI 1 -cycles, k2 2-cycles, . . in 
its cycle decomposition. Clearly, Yc(xr,xz, . . . . x,)= IGIZc(xI,x2, . . . . x,). For con- 
venience, we shall use h(xI, x2, . . . ,x,) to denote the cycle enumerator of H. Then 
Polya’s Composition Theorem states that 
1 
,G,,,H,” yG[H](x1?x2>... 
where (kI,k,, . . . . k,) is the type of rc, and F, is the Frobenius operator on x1,x2, . . . 
which substitutes xi by xin. Since k, + k,+ ... + k, is the number of cycles of 71, the 
above formula can be rewritten as 
YG[H](X1>X2,...)= 1 IHI 
(Il-l)+(/z~l)+...+(lk-l)(F*,h)(F~,h)...(F~,h), (2.9) 
ZEG 
where {I,, l,, . . . , lk) is the multiset of cycle lengths of z. 
Compositional-Like Proof of Pdya’s Theorem. Let B be a permutation in G, and 
(n 1,. . . , n,) be a sequence of permutations in H. Let {C,, . . . , C,} be the cycle decompo- 
sition of 0, and li be the length of Ci for 1 <i< k. We now consider the cycle 
decomposition of the permutation r = a[rcr , 7c2, .. , n,]. Recall that r is a permutation 
on the set 
Z={(Zij)lldidn, l<j<f?l}. 
Suppose C, is a cycle with underlying set S. Let Z[S] be the set 
{Zij(iES, 1 <j<?iI). 
Then for any zijcZ[S], it is clear that r(zij)EZ[S]. That is, z induces a permutation on 
Z[S]. Without loss of generality we may assume that C,=(l 2 ... I). Let zij be any 
element in Z [S], where S = { 1,2, . . , I}. Consider the length of the cycle of z containing 
the element Zij. Since z(Zij)=Z,(i),n,(j), it follows that 
Therefore, in order to have r’(zij) = Zij, t must be a multiple of 1. Under the condition 
a(i) = i + 1, where ‘ + ’ is the addition modulo 1, we have zsl(zij) = zi+( j), where 
Note that rr is a permutation on { 1,2, . . . , m}. Suppose j is contained in an s-cycle of x, 
then we see that zij is contained in an sl-cycle of z. Conversely, given an s-cycle of rc, 
there is a unique sl-cycle of r corresponding to this cycle of n. Because in the 
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construction of the wreath product G[H] the permutation sequence (rcr, rc2, . . . , n,) 
can be arbitrarily chosen, we need to consider the number of solutions to the following 
equation in the group H for a given permutation XE H: n1 x2 ... nI=n. Clearly, the 
above equation has 1 H I’- 1 solutions because we can arbitrarily choose x1, n2, . . . , TC[ _ 1 
and xI is then uniquely determined. This yields (2.9). 0 
3. Inverse of a sequence of delta series 
In this section we shall study the plethystic inverse of a delta series as well as the 
inverse of a summable sequence of delta series. We first study some partial orders on 
the set of integer compositions, which will be denoted by R throughout. Let 2 and ~1 be 
two integer compositions. We say that p6A in the Verschiebung order if p<E, 
componentwise or there exist a Verschiebung operator V, such that v,,(p)=n. A poset 
P is said to be recursive if every principal ideal of P is finite, i.e., for any PEP there are 
only a finite number of elements qEP such that q <p. If (P, <) is a recursive poset, we 
also call the order < on P a recursive order. A recursive poset is called an Artinian 
poset by Loeb [20], where he used the recursive property to study the convergence of 
continuous analog of formal power series. 
Proposition 3.1. The componentwise order und the Verschiehung order on 12 are 
recursive. 
Proof. It is obvious that the componentwise order is a recursive order. We now 
consider the Verschiebung order. Given a composition i = 2, + A2 + ... , define the pole 
of I as the maximum number n such that I, # 0 and 13i = 0 for all i > n, denoted p( I.) = n. 
Suppose ~1 is covered by II. in the Verschiebung order, namely, /J < 1, and there does not 
exist 3 such that p < r < i. Then there exists a unit composition e, such that /.I = A- ei 
or a prime number p such that p = RP( A), where R, is the reducing operator. Thus, 
there are only a finite number of compositions covered by A in the Verschiebung 
order. Moreover, when p is covered by A, then we have either IpI< 12) or p(p) <p(n). 
This proves that the Verschiebung order is recursive. 0 
A delta series .f’(xr ,x2, . . . ) is called plethystically invertible if there exists a delta 
seriesy(xI,.xl ,... )suchthatf‘(g(x,,x, ,... )) = x1. Note that in the above definition an 
invertible series means a right-sided invertible series. But from the following theorem, 
which was also observed independently by Read [29] and Yang 1401, we see that 
a right-sided invertible series is also left-sided invertible. 
Theorem 3.2 (Plethystic Inverse Theorem). A deltu series ,f‘(xl , x2, . . .) is invertible !f 
and only if the cogficient qf x, in .f(x1,x2, . ..) is nonzero. 
Proof. Let aA be the coefficient of X*/I! in f(xi,x *, . ..). It is clear that a, must be 
nonzero if f(xr , x2, . . . IS invertible. We now prove the converse. Suppose ai is 
coefficient of X /A! m ,:X 
nonzero, then we shall try to solve the equation f’( g(x,, .x2,. . .)) = x1. Let h2 be the 
1 
13 x 2, . . .). First, we have ai hi = 1 and b, = l/a,. Suppose we 
have solved the coefficients b, for all p < 1 in the Verschiebung order, where 1~ e, 
Consider the combinatorial explanation of the coefficient of X”/2! in f(g(xi, x2,. . .)). 
Given any reduced compound Pi +PZ+ ... of a composition C of type 2 with the 
underlying de-composition C1 + CZ + ..., namely, P, is a partition of C, for all n and 
vlcl+ v,cz+ ... = C. Thus, C,d C in the Verschiebung order for all n. Let D be 
a composition in P.. It is clear that D = C if and only if n = 1 and PI has C as the only 
block. If this happens, PI + P, + ... becomes a composition of type e, . Thus, we have 
al bn + rl = 0 where rl is a finite sum of monomials in b, where p < 1 in the Ver- 
schiebung order, because there are only a finite number of reduced compounds of the 
composition C. Since 52 is a recursive poset with respect to the Verschiebung order, by 
induction bA can be expressed by the coefficients of f(xr , x2, . . .). 0 
From the above theorem it follows that the set of all invertible delta series forms 
a group under plethysm. The idea in the above theorem can be further exploited to 
study the inverse of a sequence of delta series. Let F =(fi, f2, . . .) be a summable 
sequence of delta series in xi, x2, . . . The linear matrix of F, denoted M(F), is the 
matrix (Uij) where aij is the coefficient of xj in &. Next we give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of the inverse of a sequence F of delta series. To 
this end, we need to review some properties of infinite matrices. Let A =(Uij)i,j~ 1 be an 
infinite matrix, then it is called row finite if every row of A has only a finite number of 
nonzero elements. A column finite matrix is similarly defined. It is easy to verify that 
the set of all row (or column) finite matrices forms a ring. An infinite matrix A is said to 
be right-sided invertible if there exists an infinite matrix B such that AB = I. Similarly, 
A is said to be left-sided invertible if there exists an infinite matrix B such that BA = 1. 
A is said to be two-sided invertible if there exists a matrix B such that AB= BA =I. 
Theorem 3.3. Let F = (.fi, f2, . . . ) be a summable sequence of’ delta series in X. Then 
F has a two-sided inverse, namely there exists a summable sequence G of delta series 
such that F 3 G = G 0 F = X, if and only if the linear matrix of F is two-sided invertible in 
the ring of column finite matrices. 
Proof. Suppose F is two-sided invertible. Then there exists a system G such that 
FoG=GaF=X. It is easy to see that M(FoG)=M(F)M(G) and 
M(G 0 F)=M(G)M(F). It follows that M(F)M(G)=M(G)M(F)=I. Since M(F) and 
M(G) are column finite, M(F) is two-sided invertible in the ring of column finite 
matrices. Conversely, suppose M(F) is two-sided invertible in the ring of column finite 
matrices. We now proceed to give a recursive procedure to find a sequence 
G=(g,,g,, . ..) of delta series such that F gG=X. Denote the linear matrix M(F) 
by A=(aij). Consider the coefficdient hi,i of X”/J.! in ,fi(.ql,g*, . ..). Let C be a 
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composition of type 2. Now we may inductively assume that the vectors G, has only 
a finite number of nonzero elements for all p < ;1. Therefore, there exists an integer 
m such that gi, p = 0 for all i > m and p <I in the componentwise order. We may only 
consider the compounds of the form Pi + P2 + ... + P,,, when we compute hi,*. Suppose 
the de-composition C1 + C2 + ... + C, is the underlying de-composition of a com- 
pound Pi + P2 + ... + P,,,. Suppose D is a composition in Pk. It is clear to see that D < C 
in the componentwise order and D = C if and only if Cj = @ for all j # k and Pk has C as 
the only block. If D=C, then PI +Pz+ ... +P,,, becomes a composition of type ek. 
Hence we have 
hi,l=ailg,,,+ai292,1+ “’ +ri,l, 
where Ti, A is a finite sum of some monomials in gj, p for p < 1 in the componentwise 
order, because there are only a finite number of compounds of C of the form 
PI + P, + ... +P,,,. Let GA be the column vector whose ith entry is the coefficient of 
X”/1 in gi. Write the above equation in the matrix form, we have AGI equals a vector, 
say Y,, involving only F and g,, for ~<1. Let B be the inverse of A. We have 
G1=BY,. 
Since the componentwise order is recursive, we can solve Gn recursively for all A. 
Clearly, such a solution of GA converges to 0, since both B and Y, are column finite. 
Repeat the above procedure for G, we may show that G is right-sided invertible. Let 
H be a right-sided inverse of G, namely, G 3 H = X. Thus we have 
Therefore, G is the two-sided inverse of F. The proof is complete by induction. 0 
We remark that an equivalent form of the above proposition (see the next corollary) 
was first discovered by Barnabei, Brini and Nicoletti [ 11. However, their proof seems 
incomplete. In Proposition 2.10 of [l], the solution of the coefficient of X” in 
/i’” depends on infinitely many values of the coefficient of X“ in pi for all i and all 
p satisfying lpL(< 111. It appears necessary to show that every coefficient of the inverse 
sequence can be computed in a finite number of steps. 
For the purpose of compositional umbra1 calculus developed in 141, we need to 
study the inverse of a sequence of delta series whose linear matrix is exactly triangular. 
A matrix A =(aij) is said to be exuctly lower triangular if aii #O for all i and uij=O 
whenever i < j. Exactly upper triangular matrices are defined similarly. As is noted in 
[S, Theorem 2.1.11, every exactly lower triangular matrix has a unique right-sided 
inverse, which is also exactly lower triangular, but the left-sided inverse of an exactly 
lower triangular matrix is not unique. For example, let A = (uij) be the matrix such 
that u~~=u~,~- 1 = 1 for all i, all other entries are zero. Then the first column of the 
left-sided inverse of A can be arbitrarily given, and the other entries are determined 
by the first column. However, if we restrict the left-sided inverse of an exactly 
lower triangular matrix to be row finite, which is just the restriction we need for 
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compositional umbra1 calculus, then the left-sided inverse becomes unique. This result 
was first due to Dienes [S]. 
4. The plethystic lattice and the plethystic Hopf algebra 
As a unification of the partition lattice and the lattice of divisors of an integer, we 
introduce the notion of a plethystic lattice. Using the plethystic lattice, we obtain 
a plethystic extension of the result of Doubilet, Rota and Stanley [6] concerning the 
relationship between composition of formal power series and the convolution of the 
reduced incidence algebra on the family of partition lattices. Let C be a composition 
E=Ei+El+... of a finite set E. The plethystic lattice Z7[C] is defined as the poset of 
all reduced compounds constructed below. 
1. Construct a reduced compound Pi + Pz + ... by setting P1 = {C} and Pi = 8 for i 3 2. 
2. Suppose r=P1+Pz+... is a reduced compound constructed before. If Ci is 
a nonempty composition in Pi, then we may further partition Ci and keep anything 
else unchanged in the reduced compound. 
3. Suppose r= PI + P,+ ... is a reduced compound constructed before. If Ci is 
a nonempty composition of step k in the partition Pi, then we may remove Ci from 
Pi and add R,(Ci) to Pki. 
4. Let 0 denote the resulting reduced compound constructed from r in step 2 or 3. 
Then we impose the order 0 < r in n[C]. 
We are going to show that fl[C] constructed above is indeed a lattice. It is easy to 
see that the plethystic lattice is a generalization of both the partition lattice and the 
lattice of divisors of an integer. If El + E2 + ... is a composition in which Ei = @ for all 
ia2, then IICE, +E, + ...I reduces to the partition lattice on the set E,. If 
El + E, + ... is a composition in which E, contains only one element and all other 
blocks are empty sets, then Il [El + E, + ...I is isomorphic to the lattice D, of divisors 
of n. 
Theorem 4.1. Il[C] is a lattice for any composition C. 
Proof. Let O=Q1+QZ+... and r= PI + P, + ... be two reduced compounds in 
lZ[C]. Let Y = Wi + W, + ... be a maximal reduced compound in the I7[C] such that 
Y dT and Y ~0. Note that the maximal condition means that no other Y’> Y 
satisfies Y’ < 0 and Y’ < r. We are going to show that such a maximal Y is unique. By 
the construction of Z7[C], we see that any composition of Y can be obtained from 
0 and r by the partitioning and reducing operations. Let D be a nonempty composi- 
tion in Wi, and F be the underlying set of D. Let E be the underlying set of C, and let 
OnT denote the partition of E whose blocks are all possible intersections An B, 
where A is the underlying set of a nonempty composition in 0 and B is the underlying 
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set of a nonempty composition in r. It follows that the set of all underlying sets of Y is 
a refinement of the partition OnT. Recall that a refinement of a partition rc is 
a partition obtained from n by further partitioning its blocks. Let 0’ = Q; + Q; + . 
and P’ = PI + P, + ... be the reduced compound obtained from 0 and P by partition- 
ing its compositions such that the set of all underlying sets of 0’ and r’ equals 0 n I-. 
Clearly, we have Y d 0’ and Y < r’. 
Let F be a block in 0 n r. Let CiEQ:, and DjEP; be compositions with underlying 
set F. From the construction of l7[C], we know that there is a composition U < C, 
where d stands for the componentwise containment, such that Ci and Dj can be 
obtained from U only by reducing operations. Moreover, 
vi(Ci)= V,(Dj)= U, (4.1) 
where Vi and Vj are Verschiebung operators. Now suppose HL~ IV, is a composition in 
Y whose underlying set is a subset of F. By the maximality of Y, we may assume that 
the underlying set of Hk is F. Therefore, k is a multiple of both i and j. From (4.1) it 
follows that the composition U must be of step [i, j], where [i, j] is the least common 
multiple of i and j. Since H, is reduced from both Ci and Dj, there must exist integers 
p and q such that k = ip =jq. Let k’ = [i, j]. Then k must be a multiple of k’. By the 
maximality of Y, we should choose the smallest integer k. Since U is of step [i, j], it is 
always possible to move both Ci and Dj to W,, . Hence we have k = k’ = [i, j]. Now the 
composition H, is constructed with the maximal condition with respect to both 
partitioning and reducing operations. Hence we have shown that Y is uniquely 
determined by 0 and r. Thus, n[C] is a meet-semilattice. Since every finite meet- 
semilattice with a maximum element is a lattice and l7[C] has a maximum element, it 
follows that n[C] is a lattice. 0 
The above proof actually gives an algorithm to compute the meet 0 A r for any 
two reduced compounds 0 and r in a plethystic lattice fl[C]. One important 
property of a partition lattice is that any interval can be decomposed as a direct 
product of partition lattices. We are going to show that this property also holds for 
a plethystic lattice. Given a composition C: El + E2 +. . . , we shall use C and c” respec- 
tively to denote the maximum element and the minimum element in the plethystic 
lattice II[C]. In the construction of n[C] we see that d is the reduced compound 
P,+P,+... in which P,=(C) and Pi=~for all i>2. Let c”=Q1+Qz+.... Suppose 
Ci is a nonempty composition in Qi. It is clear that Ci must be of type (l,O, 0, . ..). 
otherwise we should be able to further partition it or reduce it. Let si be the element in 
the first block of Ci, from the construction of I7[C], we see that si must be an element 
in Ei. Therefore we have 
To give the natural decomposition of any interval of IZ[C], let’s first consider the 
decomposition of filters and order ideals of n [Cl. Let r = P, + P2 + ... be a reduced 
compound in ZI[C]. Let C, be a nonempty composition in P,. Clearly V,(C,) is 
a composition contained in C, i.e. VJC,) c C componentwise, and the underlyihg set 
of C, is never partitioned in [r, 61. This means that the underlying set of C, appears 
in [I-, C] only in the form V,(C,), where d is a divisor of n. Therefore, we can treat 
C, as a single element in [r, C]. So we have the following. 
Proposition 4.2. Let C be a composition and P = PI + P2 + ... be a reduced compound of 
C. Then we have 
where C/T is the composition obtained from P by treating each nonempty composition 
C, in P. as a single element. 
We now consider the decomposition of an order ideal [?, r] in I7[C], where C and 
r are as before. From the construction of ZZ[C], we see that any reduced compound 
in [c, r] is obtained by further partitioning or reducing the compositions in r, and 
the operations on each nonempty composition C, result in a plethystic lattice, which is 
isomorphic to ZZ[C,]. Because the operations on different compositions in r are 
independent of each other, we have the following. 
Proposition 4.3. Let C be a composition and r = PI + P2 + ... be a reduced compound of 
C. Then we have 
where DEr means that D is a nonempty composition in r. 
By Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, it is easy to decompose any interval of a plethystic 
lattice. Suppose r and 0 are two reduced compounds in III [C] satisfying 0 <r. Let 
D be a nonempty composition in r. We now define the compound O/D as the reduced 
compound constructed from the composition D in the process of obtaining 0 from 
r by the partitioning and reducing procedures. Since 0 <r, O/D is well defined, and 
where U stands for the componentwise disjoint union of compounds, i.e., 
(P,+P,+...)u(Q,+Q,+...)=(P,uQ,)+(P,uQ,)+.... 
Then we see that for each DEr,[O/D, D] is isomorphic to Ii’[D/(@/D)]. For 
simplicity, we shall also use D/O to denote the composition D/(0/D). Now we are 
ready to give the decomposition of any interval of a plethystic lattice. 
Theorem 4.4 (Natural Decomposition). Let C be a composition, and 0 and I- be 
two reduced compounds in ll[C] satisfying 0 <I-. Then we have the following 
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decomposition: 
[o,r]= n Ll[D/@]. 
DEl- 
We shall call the decomposition of an interval [O, r] of a plethystic lattice 
described in Proposition 4.4 the natural decomposition. For a plethystic lattice I7[C], 
we shall define its rype as the type of the composition C. Clearly, the Mobius function 
~(6, 7) of the lattice Z7[C] depends only on the type of C. By the natural decomposi- 
tion of an interval of a plethystic lattice, once the Mobius ~(6,?) functions are 
obtained for all I7[C], then the Mobius function on any interval of a plethystic lattice 
can be computed by its natural decomposition. 
Theorem 4.5. Let C be a composition of type 1. Then the Miibius function p(@T) of the 
plethystic lattice I7[C] is given by 
(-l)k-l(k-l)!~(n), $A,=k and A,=Ofor all i#n, 
otherwise. 
Proof. First we note that ~(6, i)=p(c”, 6) depends only on the type of C. Let I be the 
type of C. By definition, we have 
1 ,uL(m= 
1, if A=(l,O,O ,... ), 
rsn(c] 0, otherwise. 
(4.2) 
By the natural decomposition of the interval [t, r] and the multiplicative property of 
a Mobius function with respect to the direct product of posets, we have 
where D ranges over all nonempty compositions in r. Now treat p(e, 6) as the weight 
of the composition C, or the number of N-structures on C. Let U be the uniform 
compositional defined by 
X[C]= 
{Cl, if CZ8, 
8, otherwise 
Therefore, the left hand side of (4.2) can be regarded as the number of N( U)-structures 
on the composition C, where N(U) is the plethystic composition of N and U. Let 
~(xr , x2, . .) be the exponential formal power series of the compositional N. Clearly, 
the exponential formal power series of the uniform composition equals eX1+X2t”‘- 1. 
From (4.2) and Theorem 2.29, it follows that 
p(xl,xz,...)[ex1+x2+’ -l]=xr. 





This completes the proof. 0 
The algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 4.4 gives a decomposition of an 
interval of a plethystic lattice. Hence we can use this decomposition to define the type 
of an interval. Specifically, we shall define the type of an interval as the multiset of the 
types of its factors in the natural decomposition. Therefore, we may use n,,nk” to 
denote the type of an interval, where p is an integer composition, and k, is the number 
of occurrences of p. Obviously, there are only a finite number of k,s which are nonzero 
among all p. Using the types of intervals of a plethystic lattice, we may define an 
equivalence relation - on the family of all intervals of plethystic lattices, namely, 
I 1 -I2 if and only if I1 and I2 have the same type. It is straightforward to verify that 
- is an order compatible equivalence relation. 
In order to construct an algebra based the reduced incidence algebra of the 
plethystic lattice, we now use the indeterminate xI to denote the type of a plethystic 
lattice of type 2, and use a monomial nPxtp to denote the type of an interval of type 
nppkp. Now let 
X= {xl12 is a composition of a positive integer}. 
We are going to consider the polynomial algebra K [Xl, and a coalgebra structure on 
KC%]. For any poset P, it has been known since Goldman and Rota [S] that by 
taking certain equivalence relation, one can get a bialgebra based on the incidence 
coalgebra of P. For an interval [x, y] of P, the coproduct of the incidence coalgebra on 
P is defined as 
And the augmentation E of the incidence coalgebra on P is defined as 
s(Cx,yl)= 
1, if x=Y, 
0, otherwise. 
(4.3) 
By the properties of the reduced incidence algebra based on a class of posets with an 
order compatible equivalence relation, we can take quotients in (4.3). In this way we 
may obtain a bialgebra and even a Hopf algebra. A detailed study of how one can get 
a bialgebra and a Hopf algebra by such a construction can be found in Schmitt [35]. 
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Here we shall consider the reduced incidence algebra on the family of plethystic 
lattices ~ the family of intervals of plethystic lattices, and we shall use the order 
compatible equivalence relation - defined before. By taking the equivalence relation 
- in (4.3) we can define the coproduct on the algebra KC%]. In particular, we have 
(4.4) 
where 
is the number of reduced compounds r of n[C] for a composition C of type A such 
that [c”, r] is of type npk” and [r, C] is of type 0. Note that for any type npxEy, 
d(n,,xb’) is defined by (4.3) and the equivalence relation -. For any x~E.?E, we have 
&(X,x) = 
1, if A=(l,O,O ,... ), 
0, otherwise. 
(4.5) 
The coproduct of 1 is naturally defined as d(l)= 1 @ 1 and the augmentation 
of 1 is defined as ~(1) = 1. We shall show that A and E are algebra maps on K [ X] 
(Proposition 4.7), i.e., (K [El, A, E) is a bialgebra. Therefore, the coproduct and 
augmentation of any element in K [X] are determined by (4.4) and (4.5). For any 





i 1 n x1* =n &(X/J*. (4.7) P P 
We remark that although we can define d and E in terms of (4.6) and (4.7) such 
a definition does not automatically ensure (K [%“I, A, 9) to be a coalgebra. So we shall 
prove (4.6) and (4.7) by taking the equivalence relation - on the incidence coalgebra 
on the family of intervals of plethystic lattices. 
By Theorem 2.29, we may determine the incidence coefficients 
by its generating function. 
Proposition 4.6. Let C he a composition of’ type I. Then the number of reduced 
compounds of‘ type [npku, 01 in the plethystic lattice ll[C] equals the coejicient of 
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Like the FaB di Bruno bialgebra, the above bialgebra (K[%], d, E) is not a Hopf 
algebra in general. However, if we localize KC%] at x1, and define 
or equivalently, set x1, 0,0,, = 1 and d(l)= 1 @ 1, then (K[X], A,&) becomes a Hopf 
algebra. Now we use the Sweedler notation for the coproduct of a coalgebra: 
(4.9) 
Let (H, A, E) be a bialgebra over a field K. Consider the convolution product * on 
Hom(H, H), defined by 
.f* g(x)=Cf(x(l,)g(x(*,), EH. (4.10) 
Let u be the identity of H. Then UE is the unit for the convolution on Hom(H, H), 
because the counit law states that 
c x~~)~(x~~))=CE(X(~))X~~)=X, for any XEH. 
Let I be the identity map on H, i.e., [(x)=x for any .xEH. Then H is said to be a Hopf 
algebra if I has a convolution inverse, namely there exists SEHom(H,H) such that 
S * I = I * S = UE. Such a map S is called the antipode of H. By the Sweedler notation, 
we may write 
CS(X~,,)X~*)=CX~~)S(X~~))=UE(X), for any scH. (4.11) 
Now we are going to show that (K [IX], A, E) forms a Hopf algebra when localized at 
-~l,O,O,..: We shall call this Hopf algebra the plethystic Hopf’ alyehru. Although we can 
use the more general theory of Schmitt 1351 to prove the above result, it seems more 
instructive to use the plethystic inverse theorem, i.e., a delta series f(tl , t,, . . .) has 
a plethystic inverse if and only if the coefficient of fl is nonzsero. If we look at the 
analogy between the antipode of a Hopf algebra and the plethystic inverse of a delta 
seriesS(t,,t,, . . . ) in which the coefficient oft 1 equals 1, we are led to a proof of the fact 
that (K[%],~,E) is a Hopf algebra if we set xI,o,o,,.. = 1. For simplicity we shall 
assume x1, o, o, ,,, = I instead of using the language of localization. 
Theorem 4.8. lf’ we set x1,0.0 ,,,, = 1, then (K [ X], A, E) becomes u Hopf algebra 
Proof. Consider the plethystic inverse of the following delta series in T=(t, , t,, . .): 
s’(t1>t2> --. )= c x& 
A>0 
Let’s write 
,f(t,,tz )... )(-l)= c S(.& 
A>0 
(4.12) 
Since x l,O,O,.., = 1, by Theorem 3.2 we know that S(X,)EK[%]. Now we extend S to 
an algebra map on K [%I, namely for any X, ycK [X] we define 
s(xY)=s(x)s(Y). (4.13) 
From f(-‘).f=f.f(-i)=r,, it follows that for any integer composition II we 
have 
(4.14) 
Now let’s write (4.4) in the Sweedler notation. 
d(Y)=1 ~(1) 0 y(2)> Y’EKLXI. (4.15) 
Thus (4.14) can be rewritten as 
c S(x,o,)x,0, =I XA(1)%1(2))=QXA). (4.16) 
What remains to be verified is that (4.16) is true for any ~EK[E]. Given two 
monomials x and Y in K [Xl, since d(xY)= A (x)A(y) and S is multiplicative (in the 
sense of (4.13)) we have 
c ~((xY)(1))(xYv)~2)=(~x~1~~(x~2)))(~ X(l,s(X,,,))=&(X)&(Y)=E(Xy). 
It then follows from the linearity that (4.16) is true for any element in K[X]. This 
completes the proof. 0 
From the point view of reduced incidence algebras, we may see an analog between 
the inverse of a forma1 power series and the antipode of a commutative Hopf algebra. 
In any commutative Hopf algebra, the antipode is an involution, i.e., S2 = I. For the 
plethystic Hopf algebra, this reflects to the following property of the plethystic inverse 
of a delta series f‘(ti, t2, . ..). 
(f(-l)(tl,t2, . . . ))‘-“=f(tl>tl,. 1 . . . 
We now give the anti-isomorphism theorem concerning plethysm and the convolu- 
tion algebra of multiplicative functions on the plethystic bialgebra (K [LX], A, E), note 
that we do not require xi,O,O,... = 1 in the plethystic bialgebra. Let H=(K [SF], A, E). 
A function jEHom(H, H) is called multiplicative if f(l)= 1 and f(xY)=f(x)f( y) for 
any x, ysH. Let * be the convolution on Hom(H, N) defined in (4.10) or specifically, 
(4.17) 
It is well known that the convolution of multiplicative functions is multiplicative for 
a commutative bialgebra. Therefore, the set of all multiplicative functions on the 
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plethystic bialgebra forms a semigroup. Let JZ denote the semigroup of multiplicative 
functions under convolution. From Proposition 4.6 and (4.17) we have the following. 
Theorem 4.9. The semigroup Af is unti-isomorphic to the algebra of‘ a11 infinite delta 
series over K [X] in variables t,, t2, . under the operation qf‘ plethysm in t,, tZ, . The 
anti-isomorphism is given by ,f+j’(tI, tl, . ..). bvhere 
Thus ,f*g(tI,tl, . . . )=sCf’l(tI>t2, . ..). 
5. Plethystic trees 
Rooted trees are known to be related to the functional inverse of formal power 
series, in this section we shall introduce the notion of plethystic trees in connection 
with the plethystic inverse of a formal power series in infinitely many variables. In 
particular, we devise an involution for plethystic Schroder trees, and thereby we 
obtain a combinatorial expansion of the coefficients in the inverse of any series 
f(%,.G> . ..) containing the factor X, 
Definition 5.1 (Plethystic Coloring of a Rooted Tree). A plethystic coloring of a 
labeled tree T with root r, is an assignment of Verschiebung operators to the 
vertices of T (two vertices may have the same Verschiebung operator), and the 
root r has Verschiebung operator Vi. A Verschiebung operator K on a vertex 
u acts like an operator of multiplying the colors of every vertex in the subtree 
rooted at u by the factor i. We assume that the every vertex in a rooted tree has 
initial color 1. 
In the above definition, if vi,, vi,, . . . . vi, is the sequence of Verschiebung operators 
on the path from a vertex u to the root r, then the vertex u has color iI i2 ... ik, called 
the Verschiebuny color of u. 
Definition 5.2 (Plethystic Trees). Let C: El + E2 + ... be a composition such that 
El #@. Then a plethystic tree T on C is a rooted tree on E with a consistent 
plethystic coloring. In other words, for any vertex u with Verschiebung color i, we 
have uEEi. 
A composition C: El + E2 + ... can be regarded as a colored set by assuming that 
the elements in Ei have color i. We shall say that an element in Ei has composition color 
i. Then a plethystic tree can be regarded as a plethystically colored tree on a composi- 
tion such that for any vertex its composition color coincides with its Verschiebung 
color. Note that here a vertex has two kinds of colors, one is the composition color 
and the other is the Verschiebung color. 
Definition 5.3 (Plethystic Forests, Rooted Plethystic Forests). Let C: El + Ez + ... be 
a composition. A plethystic forest on C is a forest on the underlying set of C such that 
every tree is plethystically colored, and for every vertex its composition color co- 
incides with its Verschiebung color. A rooted plethystic forest is a plethystic forest in 
which there is a distinguished plethystic tree whose root is in E,. 
Definition 5.4 (Fiber of a Vertex in a Plethystic Tree). Let T be a plethystic tree on 
a composition C: E, + E, + ..., and u be a vertex of T. Let F be the set of all vertices 
covered by U. Then the fiber of u is defined to be the composition F, + F, + ... where 
Fi is defined by 
Fi = {x~ F ( x has Verschiebung operator vi}. 
Intuitively, the fiber of a vertex in a plethystic tree is a colored set with respect to 
Verschiebung operators attached to each vertex rather than the original colors 
derived from the composition C. Based on the above definition of fibers, we may 
define the compositional of plethystic trees enriched by a compositional. We shall 
always assume that the enriching compositional is not a delta compositional, because 
the fiber of a leaf in a plethystic tree is always the empty composition. 
Definition 5.5 (Plethystically Enriched Trees). Let R be a compositional. An 
R-enriched plethystic tree is a plethystic tree in which every fiber is endowed with an 
R-structure. 
Theorem 5.6. Let R be a compositional and B, be the compositional of R-enriched 
plethystic trees. Then we have 
BR =X, .R(B,), (5.1) 
where X1 is the singleton compositional de$ned for any composition C: El + E2 + ... as 
,follows: 
{C}, ifjEl(=l and Ei=@for i>2. 
otherwise. 
Proof. Let C: E, + E, + ... be a composition. By the definition of R-enriched plethys- 
tic trees, we have B, [C] = 8 if E, = 8, m which case (5.1) holds. Now we may assume 
that E, #8. For any R-enriched plethystic tree Ton C, we can choose any element in 
E, as the root of T. Next we consider an R-enriched plethystic tree Twith root r on the 
composition C’: (E, u(x))+ E2 + E3+ .... By removing the root r in T, we obtain 
a forest in which every vertex is labeled by an element in E along with a Verschiebung 
operator. Let S be such a tree in the forest with a root u associated with a Ver- 
schiebung operator Vi. Since T is an R-enriched plethystic tree, for any vertex u in S, u 
must be in a set Ei, for some n. Let D be the composition F1 + F2 + ..., where Fi is the 
set of elements in Ei which appear in S. Clearly, D is a composition of step i. Let D’ be 
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the reduced composition of D of step i, and S’ be the R-enriched plethystic tree 
obtained from S by changing the Verschiebung operator of the root u from I’i to Vr 
Then it can be seen that S’ is an R-enriched plethystic tree on the composition D’. 
Using the plethystic composition theorem, it follows that the set of forests obtained 
R-enriched plethystic trees. n 
By using the idea of Schroder trees developed in [3], we can obtain a tree expansion 
formula for the plethystic inverse of a series ,f‘(x, , x z, . . .) which contains the factor xi. 
Definition 5.7 (Plethystic Schroder Trees). A plethystic Schroder tree is a plethystic 
tree in which every fiber is endowed with the structure of ordered partitions. A block 
in the ordered partition of a fiber is called a block of the Schroder tree. Like the 
definition of a fiber, a block will be treated as a composition according to Ver- 
schiebung operators. In other words, a block D is the composition Fi + F2 + ..., where 
Fi is the set of elements in D with Verschiebung operator vi. 
Now we generalize the bijection in [3, Theorem 5.11 between Schroder trees and 
rooted forests of Schroder trees. 
Theorem 5.8 (Involution on Rooted Plethystic Forests). Let C: E=EI +E2+ ... be 
u composition such that E 1 #@ and 1 E I> 2. Then there is a bijection between the set of ull 
plethystic Schriider trees on C, and the set of all rooted plethystic ,forests on C. 
Proof. Let T be a plethystic Schroder tree with root r on the composition C. Since 
C contains at least two elements, T must contain at least one block. Consider the 
rightmost block of the root r, and call it the criticul block. By removing the edges 
between the root r and the vertices in the critical block, we get a set F of trees. Clearly, 
this set F of trees is a plethystic forest. Since the plethystic tree with root r in the forest 
plays a special role, F is a rooted plethystic forest. Conversely, given a rooted 
plethystic forest on C, we can reconstruct a plethystic tree on C. 0 
Using the involution described in the above theorem, we now give a combinatorial 
expansion of the plethystic inverse of a series in xl,sZ, . . which contains the factor xi. 
Theorem 5.9 (Tree Expansion of the Plethystic Inverse). Let a, he the coejicient of 
X*/A! in the series ,f (.x1, x2, . . ), und q, = 1. Let g(x,, x2, . .) he the plethystic inverse of 
x1 f(xl,xl, . ..). Then the coefficient af X”/A! in .4(x1.x2, . ..) eqlruls 
where S, is the set af cl11 plethystic Schriider trees on u composition of type A, and the 
weight af a block of T of type p is defined us -(I, and the weight af T is the product of 
v eights of all blocks af T. 
Proof. Let 
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dXl>X,, . ..)=x.f(x,,x2, ... )=C Y$. 
1 
Or equivalently, 
qll.12, ..=&aA,-1,12 ,... . (5.2) 
In order to show that g(xr, x1, . . . ) is the plethystic inverse of q(x, ,x2, . ..). by the 
plethystic composition theorem we need to verify that for any composition C whose 




where A is the type of the interval [I-, C], and p ranges over the multiset of types of all 
compositions in the reduced compound I-. In other words, if we write r as 
PI + P2 + P3 + ..., then Ai is the number of compositions in the partition Pi. From (5.2) 
we may rewrite (5.3) as 
(5.4) 
When r is of type (l,O,O, . ..). the left hand of (5.3) reduces to one term b,, where ~1 is 
the type of C, because the constant term of f(xr, x2, . ..) equals 1. Now suppose r is 
not of type (l,O,O, . ..). The monomial HP b, is the weight of the forest on the 
composition C, in which there is at least one tree whose root has Verschiebung color 
VI. Multiplying nrb, by A1 can be understood as that there is a distinguished tree in 
the forest whose root has Verschiebung color VI. Let T’ be this distinguished tree, and 
T,, T,, . . . be the other trees in the forest. By Theorem 5.8, we may construct 
a plethystic tree T out of T’, T,, TX, . . . . Note that the critical block of T has weight 
--a,, _ 1 ,12r ,,, . Comparing this weight with the term aA, _ 1 ,r12, , all the terms on the 
left hand side of (5.4) must cancel. 0 
We note that the condition that the constant term of the series f‘(xr , x2, . . .) equals 
1 can be easily dropped. Finally, we give a formula for the number of plethystic trees 
on a composition. By the ‘lifted form’ of the Good formula given by Labelle [15] or 
the plethystic transfer formula in [4], we have proved the following. 
Theorem 5.10. Let ZA be the number of plethystic trees on a composition of type 1 with 
A1 3 1. Then 
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If we set fli=Cd\i,d<i d, 2 then ZA can be written in the following form: 
i22 
We now outline a combinatorial proof of the above formula. A plethystic tree T on 
a composition C: El + Ez + ... can be constructed as follows. We start with a rooted 
tree Tl on El. Then we subsequently attach the elements in E2, E3, . . More 
specifically, suppose Ti_ 1 is a plethystic tree on El + ... + Ei_ 1, then we add elements 
of Ei to Ti_ 1 by the following rule: If v is an element in Ed, where d Ii, then we may 
attach some elements of Ei to 0, moreover, an element of Ei can be attached to another 
element of Ei which has already been attached to T_ 1. Thus, there are pi choices for 
the number of vertices in Ti _ 1, and there number of vertices to be attached to Ti _ 1 is 
/zi. The rest of the proof is simply about the following fact: given a set X of x elements 
and a set S of n elements, then the number of forests on X u S with X being the set of 
roots equals x(x + n)“- ‘. This fact is immediate from the enriched function (or 
reluctant function) explanation of the Abel polynomial A,(x) = x(x + n)“- ’ (see [24]). 
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